The night Sky is dark.
Night sky is supposed to be as bright at day sky ( about Olbers' Paradox ). But it is dark and very dark
indeed. It is actually only

of day light.

You were not born yet when star light start the journey!
My theory has a good solution to explain why it is so dark. Further look into my theory, every time you
look into the night sky, those star light are actually coming from hundreds or thousands or even millions
of light years away. It means the light particle goes into your eyes would have to start the journey light
years in the past.
The probe waves would need to start the journey light years in the past to reach your eye and then the
original particles restart the whole journey as a particle form after chosen the echo light years in its
future return from your eyes. In between these light years of time the particle will precisely goes into
your eye and enable to see the light of the star. (Human eyes are very light sensitive receivers which
somebody says they can sense light with only 5 light particles)

Something are Destined
In order words, the particle was destined to reach your eyes after light years in the future from the star
light years away. If it is destined, nothing can happen in between light years that make something to
stop the particle from reaching your eyes. No space dust, planets, stars, moons, asteroids or anything
can block or change the destined path. Because you see the star light, therefore the particles are
destined to reach your eyes and start the journey even before you are born, and it is the fate of those
particles to reach your eyes. During the path of the journey, a lot of things could have changed but it
still hit your eyes. It is very possible that most of those night light particles start the journey way before
we were born or even before human exist. This is one important aspect of my theory.
How much things are destined?
It is obviously not many if you look at the factor of

of day and night light intensity ratio. Just

imagine if you see night sky is as bright as day light, it would indicate
times of more destined events
has to take place right into your eyes. One destined events could create many other destined events. It
does not have to have linear relationship. Therefore reduction of the factor
destined events in the
eyes could also means a reduction of another unknown and variable exponential factor of destined
events. Even there is no way of telling exactly how many destined events created by the factor of
night light to day light ratio but it is a good indication of how many things are destined or not destined.
How much you can change when looking at the night sky?
This is for sure that every time you look at a clear night sky, you are destined to look at the sky, or the
other thought will be you could have changed something by sending more echoes back to the stars in
time when you were not even born. The brighter the night sky, the more events or realities you could

have changed. It is the darkness of night sky showing that we are probably already settled in a reality
that is finalized or may be almost finalized. There are not much to change as those distance star light are
so dim (only few echoes sending back in time to the stars could be chosen) when compare it to the
brightness of day light. Whatever remaining after deducing those destined realities or events due to the
dim night light become all optional (freedom has limit).
Imagine every time you look at the stars and set up chains of reactions that could have changed your
history, or changed your life or even changed your world. However nature have ways to make sure
something happening no matter how hard you look at the night sky. Remember the Convergence of
events (There_is_a_destiny_for_Human.pdf) will keep some events in checked.
No matter how hard you try to change there are always something cannot changed and there must
have something you can change just like there are always options. The things you could change could be
in your past or in your future, or even out of our world million light years away.
This is telling us:
The Whole Universe from beginning to end are all connected in some ways.
It is also telling us how much options (freedom) in our life can have due to the darkness of night sky.
The difference of day light and night light will be a very good indicator of how many things could be
destined and how many things are probably not destined.
https://sites.google.com/site/quantumtransientmechanic/echo-from-future/destined-or-not

